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Returning to school in
September will be very
different for every school.
Pupils may or may
not have the facilities to cook,
some may be working
remotely at times and others
in school.

DOWNLOAD UPDATED
SCHEMES OF WORK
FOR KS3 & AQA GCSE

With the Hodder Education
textbooks and online resources
you can teach both with or
without access to a Food
room. You can combine
working in school with pupils
working remotely at home to
help give pupils the best start
to this year.
It is likely that schools will be working on a Recovery
Curriculum this Autumn. We’ve created new schemes of
work for KS3 and AQA GCSE that interleave content and
skills to reinforce areas that students have not covered or
practised for a long time, focussing on bridging the gap
between KS2 and KS3 and between KS3 and KS4, as well as
revision of skills later in KS4.
Across both KS3 and KS4, the skills required cover some
theoretical content, practical food preparation and cooking,
and some food science experimental work.
Hodder Education has all the resources needed to build your
recovery curriculum which will allow your students to
consolidate and catch up with the Food Preparation and
Nutrition topics and food preparation and cooking skills
needed at KS3 and KS4, through a combination of blended
learning both in the classroom and at home.

WE’VE CREATED NEW SCHEMES
OF WORK FOR KS3 AND AQA GCSE
THAT INTERLEAVE CONTENT AND
SKILLS TO REINFORCE KEY AREAS

INTERLEAVED
CONTENT

Topics to focus
on first:
Nutrition and
Healthy Eating
Food Science –
properties of protein,
fat and carbohydrate
Principles of Food
Safety

Interleave these topics and
all the other topics by using:
Online Teaching & Learning
Resources with interactive
activities, auto-marked tests and
paper versions of tests for each
topic
KS4 revision and workbooks with
structured practice questions and
answers to check and embed
understanding

FOCUS ON
BUILDING KEY SKILLS
PRACTICAL SKILLS
The practical skills need to be
consolidated and developed over KS3
and KS4 - in KS4 these are vital
preparation for the NEA2 task.
The Hodder Education resources have
recipes which match the 12 skills listed
below, there are also practice
suggestions at the end of topic for KS3.
In the online Teaching & Learning
Resources there are “how to” video
clips and PowerPoints. Ready-filmed
demonstrations and experiments allow
focused learning whether learning in
class or at home.
12 Practical Skills:
• S1 General Practical Skills
• S2 Knife Skills
• S3 Preparing Fruit and Vegetables
• S4 Use of the cooker
• S5 Use of equipment
• S6 Cooking methods
• S7 Prepare, combine and shape
• S8 Sauce making
• S9 Tenderise and marinate
• S10 Dough
• S11 Raising Agents
• S12 Setting mixtures
We’ve listed some suggested recipes
and the skills they address, which can
be found in the Hodder Education
resources. These recipes are available
in the textbooks, eTextbooks and online
Teaching & Learning Resources.

Pastry (covers skills 1, 4,6,7 and 10) –
recipes for different types of pastry,
including choux, shortcrust and flaky, to
make quiches, tarts, palmiers, apple
tarte tatin etc.
Baked products (covers skills 1,
4,5,6,7,10,11) – Decorated cupcakes,
viennise whirls, meringues, bread, naan
bread and enriched breads such as roly
poly
Sauces (covers skills 2,3,4,5,6,8) –
includes sauces such as crème
patisserie, roux sauces, reduction
sauces and curry sauces which can be
used to create dishes such as trifle,
lasagna and bolognese
Knife skills and fruit and vegetable
preparation (covers skills 2 and 3) –
cutting vegetables into the different cuts
to make stir fry, soup, risotto. Portioning
a chicken, making fish pie and
smoothies.
Meat and Fish, tenderizing and
marinating (covers skills 1,2,4,5,6,7,9) –
marinating and tenderizing meat, recipes
include: beef stroganoff, meatballs and
chicken tagine
Preparing combining and shaping
(covers skills 1,2,3,4,7) – fishcakes and
fish pieces, halloumi coated in
breadcrumbs, falafels
Raising Agents (covers skills 11, 1, 2, 4,
5 6) – roulades, soda bread, scones,
pancakes and meringues
Gelation/setting products (covers skills
12) – cheesecakes, mousses,
blancmange

FOCUS ON
BUILDING KEY SKILLS
INVESTIGATE SKILLS

Research – ‘Find out more’ activities for
each topic in the KS3 textbook and
activities throughout the textbooks for
KS4
Food Science – experiments linked to
NEA in both KS3 and KS4 textbooks and
the online Teaching & Learning
Resources
Extension work – in the online Teaching
& Learning Resources for KS3 to add
more stretch and challenge
Ready-filmed demonstrations and
experiments – focused learning that can
be used both in the classroom and at
home

USING
THE KS3
RESOURCES
Exploring Food and Nutrition
Textbook/eTextbooks
Time saving and efficient - one topic per page
spread which teaches the subject content needed at
KS3 leading into KS4.
Each page spread lends itself to blended learning
with:
factual information
knowledge check questions
key terms
There is also additional work that can be completed
outside of the classroom:
Consolidate knowledge and understanding with
activities for each topic
Encourage interest in the subject with ‘Find out
more’ research activities
Start to build the practical skills required to
progress to GCSE with a range of ‘In practice’
food related activities which could be completed
in school or at home

TEXTBOOK: £17.99
ISBN: 9781510458222
STUDENT ETEXTBOOK
SUBSCRIPTION:
1-YEAR: £4.50 | 2-YEAR:
£7.20 | 3-YEAR: £10.79
WHITEBOARD ETEXTBOOK
1-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION:
SMALL SCHOOL: £50 |
LARGE SCHOOL: £75

Online Teaching & Learning
Resources
Cover each topic with a variety of teaching methods,
worksheets and lesson plans including lesson objectives.
Videos demonstrate practical skills - No food room? No
problem. Pupils can watch and try at home.
Interactive activities – low-stakes testing quizzes and activities,
all of which are auto-marked
Assessment made easy – all marks are stored automatically
eTextbooks available online to use alongside Dynamic Learning

1-YEAR
SUBSCRIPTION:
SMALL
SCHOOL:
£150 + VAT
LARGE
SCHOOL:
£225 + VAT

USING
THE KS4
RESOURCES
Food Preparation and Nutrition
Textbook/eTextbooks
The textbooks cover the specifications for AQA, Eduqas,
OCR, WJEC and CCEA in depth and there is a variety of
activities pupils can complete.
Practical activities
Practice questions at the end of each topic
Extension activities
Research activities
Check your knowledge and understanding questions

Online Teaching & Learning Resources
Can be used independently or alongside the textbooks,
the resources include:
A scheme of work covering the full specification,
NEA1 and NEA2
Thorough and clearly laid out week-by-week lesson
plans
Interactive lesson and homework activities, including
multiple-choice practice questions, sorting quizzes,
drag and drop activities, table tick quizzes and more all auto-marked with stored reports
Videos on food science experiments and food
preparation skills, clearly demonstrated by Joe Mann
from the Food Teachers Centre Network
Tips and resources for planning for the NEA
Support that’s suitable for students aiming for grades
1 to 9
Recipe banks, alongside videos and PowerPoints
Links to videos and more online quizzes for Food
Safety, Food Choice and Food provenance

Textbooks: £23.99
Student eTextbook
subscriptionS:
1-year: £6 | 2-year: £9.60 | 3year: £14.39
Whiteboard eTextbook 1-year
subscriptionS:
Small school: £50
Large school: £75
Teaching & Learning Resources
1-year subscriptionS:
Small school: £75 + VAT
Large school: £100 + VAT

USING THE KS4
RESOURCES
AQA and Eduqas Exam Question
Practice Workbooks
Suitable for revision or for consolidating work that
may have been completed remotely.
The workbook is divided into sections that reflect the
topics in the specifications, they could also be used
for other awarding bodies.
Each topic has multiple-choice, short and extended
questions, covering all the assessment objectives
Pupils answer the questions in the workbook
Support independent learning with all answers
available online

EXAM QUESTION PRACTICE
WORKBOOKS: £4.99
EXAM QUESTION PRACTICE
PAPERS: £90
REVISION GUIDES: £9.99

AQA and Eduqas Exam Practice Papers
with Sample Answers
Practise exam techniques and prepare for assessment with this
photocopiable pack of practice papers, containing:
two examination papers
full mark schemes
sample answers with commentary for the extended questions
The papers are the same format as the external examinations and
cover the assessment objectives.

Food Preparation and Nutrition Revision Guides
– available in print and as eTextbooks
These revision guides summarise the key specification content, with activities and practice
questions for students to complete independently at their own pace – great for revision and
honing exam technique.
Consolidate knowledge with clear content coverage
Check understanding with ‘Now Test Yourself’ questions and revision activities for each topic
Improve exam technique with sample answers and a marking commentary
Access additional quick quizzes online at hoddereducation.co.uk/myrevisionnotesdownloads
Support independent learning at home and in class with a choice of print books or Student
eTextbook versions

